CALL FOR APPLICATION
MASTER’S DEGREE OF ARTS IN
IRANIAN STUDIES
E-LEARNING MASTER’S DEGREE

STARTING FROM SEPTEMBER 20, 2021
APPLICATION DEADLINE: JULY 01, 2021
CONTACT E-MAIL: IALIT@UT.AC.IR

Tuition fees: 1800 USD Per Semester
Language of courses: Persian

Courses will cover the following topics

- History of Iran, History of Iranian Literature and Languages,
- General Issues in Iranian Studies like Research Methodology, Bibliography, Iranian Studies (Schools, Subfields, Methods);
- Special Topics such as Iranian World and Contemporary Iran, General historical sociology of Iran, Archaeology and Epigraphy, Historical Geography, History of Iranian Arts, Contemporary Persian literature, Persian historical documents, Codicology, History of Iran based on national accounts

After passing 28 credits during three semesters (E-Learning), the student must write a master’s thesis under the supervision of the faculty members and spend minimum three months in Iran.

https://literature.ut.ac.ir/en/home
Faculty of Literature and Humanities
University of Tehran